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The new Society of agricultural machineries is recently 
formed

The council of agricultural machineries and vehicles are selected. The new 
members of this unity is fixed too.

This is one of the most effective unities for improving of agricultural 
mechanization and technology and also it has been constantly the center of 
wrangling and disputions.

The new selected members of this socicty started to work.

The newest innovations in engineering and production of 
top quality cage systems for the poultry sector

This informative article addressing to 
    The  producers, their machineries, technical spercifications, their cages 

benefits for poultry industry.
The source of this article is:” International poultry production”.
More over we have had translated, published many other articles from this 

technical magazine, in the past issues.

A Specialized and guiding interview
Here`s a specific interview provided by editiorial in chief of “Dampar-

varan” withby Dr. Mehrban, professor of university and also secretary of  
one – old – day chicken producers unity.

In this criticizing invterview, Dr. Mehrbani talked about statistics of pro-
duction in poultry and hatchery, boycotts, foreign exchange increasing and 
commercial transactions .our real poultry situation in 1391 is completely 
evaluated in this interview. besides, all of questions which are answered by 
Dr. H. Mehrbani explains the existed politics of grovernors based on exact 
statistics.
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In this article, “Damparvaran” is focusing
On presidential election. The editorial in chief of this specialized 

magazine referring to its dependent critical and political events, 
emphasizes that: In present situation the only one is appropriate 
for this job, who accepts that our society is interfering with crisis, 
a serious crisis, The new president should fundamertally prepare 
a consice political plan.

The autor of this article, Mansoor Ansari criticises these happened compe-
titions which never be able to solve our society`s problems.

He added that our future president should has more consideration towards 
our agriculture situation, by granting more suitable facilities for farmers.

While the granted facilities for agricultural activities is only four percent, 
which causes many  troubles for agriculural activities.

Relations between Agricalturre Bank and specialized 
magzzines is improving

Some successful gatherings were hold among some specialized and infor-
mative magzzines during few month ago.

These gatherings have had positive affect on general minds, so as the man-
ager director of agricultural Bank, Dr. Talebi  participating in central office of 
specialized magazines of agriculture refered to existed programs and politics 
and also consulted with some of editorial in ehief  and manager directors of 
these magazines.

They had some consultation for improving of purposes and main goals of 
Bank and also the bebefits of farmers.
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